RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: I Kings 17:18
Subject: Elijah and the Widow
Dole Notes: Volume: 3  Chapter: 73  Page: 231
Age Group: Primary: 6-8

basic supplies:  

materials:  
- fingers cut from old gloves  
- felt & yarn scraps (white, tan or pink)  
- glue, scissors  
- flour, small container (thimble, lid...)  
- oil, small container (perfume jar...)  
- sticks, bread crusts, chicken scraps, cookie crumbs  
- blue ribbon or tissue (skirt)  
- doll's pillow or other small cushion (bed)  

teacher preparation:  
- Have the 3 scenes of Chap. 17:1-24 clearly in your head  
- Set up a small puppet stage (fabric on a box or table, curtain behind)

procedure:  
- depending on number of children, divide up characters (could have 3 Elijahs, for instance, one for each scene, and several ravens)  
- children make faces, hair and clothes on finger puppets of yarn and felt  
- Using props and either direct quotes or the children's own words, act out the 3 scenes  
- Could be done for parents afterward

notes: old gloves can be found at thrift shops or garage sales, or use inexpensive garden gloves

music: first songs:  
Lori's tape: the eyes of all  
Liturgy: 444